Fig.1: A private house was passed by a fault caused by the earthquake (http://www.ettoday.net/news/20160206/644963.htm)
Fig.1: A golf course was passed by a fault caused by the earthquake at Rendetaizi Road, Tainan
(http://www.ettoday.net/news/20160206/644963.htm)

Fig.1: A residential building collapsed after earthquake
(http://www.ettoday.net/news/20160206/645124.htm?from=ettoday_live)
Fig.1: The dancing hall of Qingye Elementary School has damage on the wall (http://www.ettoday.net/news/20160206/645069.htm?from=ettoday_live)
Fig.1: Cracks are seen on the ground of Tianzi Elementary School
(http://www.ettoday.net/news/20160206/645069.htm?from=ettoday_live)
Fig.1: A hotel in construction in Guiren, Tainan
(http://www.ettoday.net/news/20160206/645070.htm?from=ettoday_live)
This hotel was in construction when the earthquake happened. The hotel was inclining at 20
degrees and is more likely to be tear down and rebuilt. (ETtoday.net)
Fig.1: A hotel in construction in Guiren, Tainan
(http://www.ettoday.net/news/20160206/645070.htm?from=ettoday_live)

Construction of the building

Other important information